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JONATHAN FORREST: ARTIST STATEMENT 
 
 
My work is a combination of intuitive responses to the world around me, an ongoing dialogue with 
contemporary and historical painting, and an enthusiastic immersion in the material process of 
making objects. My natural openness and curiosity has kept me alert to a range of potential 
approaches to art-making and my creative process is positive – I’m interested in creating 
something new, something generous and giving, and something that sustains me in the studio.  
 
In the past number of years two characteristics in my work have emerged that have particular 
interest to me: the physical substance of paint and found “ready-made” subject matter.  
 
How is the physical material of paint applied to the surface, what are the expressive possibilities 
of the painting process? Can light and mystery be willed into inert paint? How can an abstract 
painting be transformed from being an illustration of a concept to being a robust experiential 
object? In my recent work I have started to address these questions. Constructing the paintings 
by scraping successive layers of transparent gels and by focusing on the edge and depth of 
painted shapes, the paintings reveal themselves when viewed from different angles. In natural 
and changing light this material becomes luminous and the paintings become reliefs charged with 
physical presence.  
 
How can subject matter be used as a point of departure? I am interested in subject matter that 
can reveal the unknown or unexpected: how can you make a painting of something you didn’t 
consciously conceive; can an image push you past you what you didn’t already know? The 
subject matter of the works in this exhibition varies widely but falls under the umbrella of “things I 
notice in my everyday life.” For example:  late afternoon walks and the light catching a mountain; 
the curve of the hull of a fishing boat; colours of tankers moored offshore; a found cartoon my wife 
drew as a child; paintings in my studio that catch my eye; children’s book illustrations; the poetry 
of certain colour combinations. The resulting paintings may play with these overtly or suggest 
only a ghost of the source material, but the paintings contain some essence of the dialogue 
between the ready-made found source image and the transformative painting process that results 
in the finished artwork.  
 
I come from a history of modernist painting rooted in abstract expressionism and colour-field 
painting. That past informs my work and acts as a springboard, but there is also a friction 
between that past and working in today’s contemporary art world that generates a spark that 
pushes the work forward. Past perceived rules and self-imposed constraints fall away and 
increasingly I embrace an open, playful and searching studio practice. 
 
 


